
 

 

                

          
 

April 10, 2015  
 
TO: Wisconsin Legislators 
 
RE: Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance Prevailing Wage Study 

 

 
New research from the nonprofit, nonpartisan Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance (WISTAX) shows that 
Wisconsin’s “prevailing wage” law is significantly flawed, resulting in substantially higher costs for 
taxpayers while creating a system that penalizes lower income or rural counties. 
 
State law determines “prevailing wages” that public schools, municipalities, and counties must pay 
for work on public construction projects.  The WISTAX research shows that the state-mandated 
methodology used to dictate these wages is “flawed, resulting in extra building costs in 2014 of as 
much as $299.5 million.”  The research also found that Wisconsin’s poorest counties bear a 
disproportionate share of these costs. 
 
Other findings from the WISTAX study include: 
 

 Wisconsin only receives 10% of survey responses back from those Wisconsin businesses 
who help determine the prevailing wage (Federal percentage is 76%).   

 Of those responses, 87% are covered by collective bargaining even though only 25% of the 
construction industry statewide is unionized. 

 Because the prevailing wage is set at the average of the top 50% of the responses, the 
current reporting system often results in statewide or regional figures to set a wage rate 
that doesn’t reflect a county’s labor market. 

 WISTAX concluded that, on average, Wisconsin prevailing wage overall compensation 
packages are 44 percent higher than Bureau of Labor Statistics package rates. 

 
Prevailing wage requirements artificially inflate costs for building schools, public utility projects, and 
other public infrastructure and facility projects.  Repealing prevailing wage will save Wisconsin 
taxpayers dollars, cut burdensome red-tape, and give both state and local governments a critical 
tool to help stretch tax dollars further.  Paying for and maintaining public infrastructure is an 
ongoing challenge in Wisconsin.  Repealing prevailing wage is part of the solution to directly 
addressing this challenge. 
 
For more information please contact John Schulze, Director of Government Relations, Associated 
Builders and Contractors of Wisconsin, at (608) 244-5883. 


